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Features of the Boss to Go™ Plus 

Durable Mill & Grind 
Stainless Steel Mill

Die Cast Base with Powerful
1000 watt motor

2 x 500ml & 1 x 700ml
BPA Free Tritan® cups

Smooth edge tumblers for a 
smoother drinking experience

Breville’s unique Kinetix blade 
system for up to 50% finer particle size 
and a full stainless bowl for durability. Metal to metal drive couplings 

– not plastic.







With a flip top lid 
for portability



















What’s in the box of the Boss To Go™

� Heavy Duty Die Cast Base with powerful 1000 watt 
motor.

� Mini-Kinetix Blade & Bowl System

� 1x Smooth Edge 700ml Tritan® cup with 
travel lid

� 2x Smooth Edge 500ml Tritan ® cup with 
travel lids

� 1x durable Mill & Grind stainless 
steel mill

� Pulse / Single Speed

� Money back guarantee 
**Time frame of money back guarantee to  be confirmed



> 1x 500ml Dual Wall Tritan Cup

> 1x Portable Lid

> Keeps drinks cooler for longer

> Eliminates exterior condensation

> GWP for December

Additional accessories 

BPB001
RRP$ 39.95

the Boss To Go™ Dual-Wall Bottle 

the Boss To Go™ tumbler set

> 2 x 500ml Tritan Cup

> 2 x Portable Lids

> Fits in the car cup holder

BPB002
RRP$ 39.95





Demonstration Recipes
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